Privacy Policy

NUTV is committed to safeguarding the personal information entrusted to us by you. NUTV recognizes and respects the privacy of each visitor to NUTV’s website as well as live performances and workshops. We believe in giving you full disclosure about the kinds of information we gather and what we do with it, and in giving you a choice about the use of your personal information. NUTV reserves the right to alter our privacy principles as required, and will post any changes to our website in a timely manner.

Personal Information
NUTV collects personal information when you sign up as a member of the organization, to receive communications, participate in a promotion or survey, contact NUTV, enter contents, or attend special events. Depending on the situation we may ask for information such as your name, phone number, physical address, email address, and student id number. Your personal information may be used by us to customize the content that you see, contact you, and conduct research. We will never sell your information to any third party. Personally identifiable information used for marketing purposes will always be presented as anonymous, aggregate data, with no individual singled out. If you provide your email address, NUTV may contact you periodically with news, information, and services offered. Any emails sent to you by NUTV offer you the option to be removed from the email mailing list.

Anonymous Information
Types of non-personally identifiable information include IP addresses, browser information, advertising information and cookies. All anonymous information is used only to measure site activity and to develop ideas for improving our sites. We want to provide the best online experience for you. NUTV uses Google Analytics for this purpose, tracking, reporting and analyzing the anonymous information. Google may use the data collected to contextualize and personalize the ads of its own advertising network. Personal data collected: Cookie and Usage Data. Place of processing: USA. Find Google’s privacy policy here.

Links To Other Websites
Our website will link to other websites, services, and social media. NUTV will attempt to associate with trustworthy partners who share our standards regarding privacy. Nevertheless, we are not responsible for the content of and privacy practices of any other companies or websites.

Security & Disclaimer
Security of your personally identifiable information is of prime importance to all of us at NUTV. Access to this information is limited and will be used according to the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act. Although we use security that we believe to be appropriate to protect your personal information we do not guarantee that our security precautions will protect and against, and we expressly disclaim any liability for, any loss, misuse, or alteration of your personal information. Inquiries about the privacy policy and/or the use of images photographed at any of our events may be directed to ed@nutv.ca.